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Photos taken while sheltering in place are featured in new online exhibition 

While many of us have been close to home recently, we’ve had more time to notice the everyday things 
around us. Cottage Curator in Sperryville, Virginia wanted to encourage everyone to take a look, find 
something visually inspiring, and take a photo! So, in March, the gallery asked for people to submit 
photos from around their homes while sheltering in place with some specifications - they should be taken 
with a smartphone, in square format, closeup and ‘close to home.’ 

Now, Cottage Curator presents the Close To Home 2020 curated online exhibition, with photos chosen 
from the entries and words by the photographers about their inspiration. While the contest was open to 
anyone who emailed an entry, the selected photos happen to all come from Virginia and Washington, D.C. 

The gallery thanks everyone for submitting photographs. Entries included a number of interesting and 
thought-provoking photos, including some by essential workers still going about their routines, while 
making sheltering in place possible for the rest of us. It was challenging to choose a range of images that 
spoke to the theme. Cottage Curator hopes this was a meaningful distraction during this experience and 
that the exhibit will remind everyone of the often-over-looked beauty that surrounds us. 

While the exhibition is online only, the gallery is once again open with limited hours and a maximum of 
three guests at a time (masks and gloves are provided or you may bring your own). Private appointments 
are also available and encouraged. Email  jackie@cottagecurator.com or call 202.345.1733 

~~~~~~ 

Jackie Bailey Labovitz is Cottage Curator. Bailey Labovitz, a well-seasoned curator and an accomplished 
photographer, assembled her team and launched Cottage Curator in October of 2016 with the goal of 
bringing her vision of fine arts and fine crafts to both budding and mature collectors. 
Contact:  Jackie Bailey Labovitz, Artist/Curator  jackie@cottagecurator.com  202.345.1733
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